Justice is Critical to the Well-Being of Afghanistan

KARUL - Addressing graduation ceremony of 4% police women on Sunday, President Ashraf Ghani said the new graduates are essential to the peace process.

"Their presence will be a blessing for those families for having allowed them to join the forces and partake in the traditions," he added.

The President further added that "justice is critical to the well-being of the country" and that the Afghan Constitution is the main tool for peace to be used for justice.

Rabbi Discusses Migrant Issue, NATO Support to Afghan Troops

KARUL - Foreign Minister Salahuddin Raeesi, in a two-day NATO foreign ministers meeting in Brussels, on Sunday said that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) committed to continue the alliance's long-standing cooperation, technical and military support to Afghanistan until 2024.

He also said that NATO hopes to expand its non-combat mission in the war-torn country.

"Agreements made to extend NATO's Resolute Support Mission for another year will also allow our 12,000 NATO troops to remain in Afghanistan until the end of 2016," he said.

"Even during the current period of uncertainty, we need to see a unified way of thinking about the future of Afghanistan and the region," he added.

President Palace Ghani Not Insulted Refugees Working in Restaurants Abroad

KARUL - With a steep rise in the number of Afghan building towards Europe, mostly due to security reasons, the alleged remarks by President Ghani have sparked fear among the Afghan after he was quoted in saying that the Afghan migrants in Europe are "island in dishonor".

However, the Presidential Palace (APC) rejected that President Ghani has touched the Afghan migrants working in Europe.

"The president has defended the Afghan migrants in Europe," the palace said. "People have the right to flourish in the world, and every Afghan should work for the prosperity and development of the country."

Terrorists Still Have Sanctuaries in Pakistan: Noor-ul-Haq Ulomi

KARUL - Minister of Interior, Noor-ul-Haq, on Sunday said that the terrorists groups waging war in Afghanistan still have sanctuaries in Pakistan.

He said the enemies of Afghanistan are looking to create differences among the Afghans through ethnic divisions.

Ulomi further added that the enemies of Afghanistan will continue to support the terror groups under different banners, including al-Qaeda and the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS).

According to Ulomi, the terror groups are still having sanctuaries in Pakistan and are receiving financial support from the sources of the western community.

This is underlined by the National Security Advisor, Hamid Ammar, said last month that the Pakistan-based Haqqani Network and Taliban’s Quetta Council (Bunar) will operate against Afghanistan from their safe havens within the Paki stan area.

The Afghan President's Palace also praised NATO officials for their remarks regarding the elimination of Haqqani Terrorist Network following military operations in tribal region of Pakistan.

"The recent remarks by Pakistan's National Security Advisor, Sartaj Aziz, suggesting that the Haqqani Network has been decimated following military operations in Pakistan, are reported gains by Pakistani officials during the past one year," the statement added.

The statement further added that documents and evidences show that the network's leadership, command and control, supportive infrastructure and sanctuaries are still operational in Pakistan (K2).

Rival Libyan Lawmakers Sign Proposal for Peace Deal

TROPSAL - Lawmakers from Libya's two rival parliaments have signed a declaration of principles aimed at ending the North African country's civil conflict.

The proposal was signed late on Saturday by two groups from the Libyan parliament and the rival General National Congress. The initial talks were announced by United Nations-mandated talks between the country's two competing governments and parliaments to form a new administration.

Four years after the fall of Mu ammar Gaddafi, Libya is in turmoil. Troops has been declared last year by an armed faction called Libya Dawn, forcing the internationally recognized government and elected parliament to work in the east.

Lawmakers said the declaration calls for forming a 16-person committee - five members from each parliament - that would be charged with naming an interim prime minister and two depu ties. Legislative elections would be held within two years.

Representatives from both sides of the house signed the draft proposal on Saturday in Tripoli.

Shahid said that thousands of children are desperately in need of polio vaccina tion due to insecurity in Pakistan's tribal areas and in the rest of the country.

"In this regard, the government should take appropriate steps to ensure that children are protected," he said.

"The government should also provide enough vaccines and ensure that they are distributed to all parts of the country," he added.

Shahid further said that the government should also provide enough vaccines and ensure that they are distributed to all parts of the country.


Berlin to Host Economic Conference on Afghanistan

BERLIN - Berlin is hosting an economic conference on Afghanistan to attract investors to invest in Afghanistan, according to Mohammad Rabbani Shouq, Deputy head of the Afghanistan Investment Support Agency (AISA), said "the conference would set the stage for investment opportunities in Afghanistan."

This comes after President Ashraf Ghani’s arrival to Berlin where he spoke at conference as a "country of opportunities".

"Pointing to Afghanistan's natural resources and a potential energy hub across the region, President Ghani said Afghanistan was not a difficult country," he added.

The economic uncertainty and deteriorating security situation have resulted in a massive exodus of Afghans to Europe, mostly Germany. According to German authorities, some 3,500 Afghans arrived in the country in October.

However, it has made it clear that Afghan migrants will not be able to return to Afghanistan, adding: "We will have to deport people to Afghanistan", promised the European Chancellor Angela Merkel at the conference with Ghent in Berlin last Saturday.

Thousands of Children Miss Polio Vaccine Due to Insecurity

SHARANA - Thousands of children are deprived of polio vaccin ation due to insecurity in Pakhlia and Sirdaryo, said President Ashraf Ghani, in his 2016 State of the Nation Address.
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To succeed in your mission, you must have single-minded devotion to your goal.

A. P. J. Abdul Kalam

People attend a candlelight vigil to commemorate killed civilians in recent attacks, in Kabul, Afghanistan, Dec 6, 2015. rocket attack and mortar firing have killed 9 civilians and injured a dozen others in Ghazni and Wardak provinces on Friday. (AFP/RAHMAT ALIZADAH)
**Outlook Horoscope**

**April 21-June 20**

You are given a new opportunity to improve your life: be open-minded and willing. The day is ripe for new beginnings, for fresh starts. Be ready to accept new ideas and experiences, and don't be afraid to challenge your old assumptions. The day may bring unexpected changes, so stay flexible and adaptable.

**Libra (September 23-October 22)**

A close friend or relative may be in need of your help: be there for them. If you are in a position to lend a hand, do so. This is a good time to show your support and care.

**Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)**

A new opportunity for travel or adventure: seize the chance! Whether it's a trip abroad or a local excursion, this is the time to explore new places and experiences.

---

**KABUL** - The Afghan government has announced the arrest of 12 suspected Taliban fighters in the city of Kabul. The government says the arrest was made after a widespread operation that targeted the Taliban's stronghold in the city.
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**ISLAMABAD** - The government of Pakistan has announced the arrest of 12 suspected Taliban fighters in the city of Islamabad. The government says the arrest was made after a widespread operation that targeted the Taliban's stronghold in the city.
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Out of the Frying Pan into the Fire

By Dilawar Sharzai

December 07, 2015

E ntrepreneurs, the configuration and massacre of the dark day of war by Taliban’s regime will never fade out. Afghan people were filled with fear and hatred whenever the sad memories of Taliban's callous actions flash through their minds. Witness still alive with memory of how harshly their husbands were beheaded and the fearful eulogy of comrades in the regime’s horrid massacre. Likewise, the painful wounds of mothers’ hearts are bleeding for missing their dear ones and Afghan’s story is relayed every day in the same way.

According to common knowledge, maximum of Afghan citizens believed to be cornerstone of Taliban’s prisoners’ release. However, the will of former President Karzai and President Ghani, was revoked upon the citizens but also on their representatives.

It is a matter of fact that the post-Taliban government is, as it is virtually infamous, the best state to guarantee the security of Afghan's citizens. The Taliban’s leaders have not stopped with the mass murder of innocent people, the brutality is too difficult to face. In spite of amnesty declared many times by government for Taliban’s prisoners, the plight of insecurity and suicide attacks by Taliban-led insurgents does not only remain unabated but also rapidly increasing in intensity. It is believed that the Tal- ban’s prisoners’ release is not a panacea for the current instability which isṣeinating in the country. They are still offering blood to their followers.

There is no clear outlook for political officials about the out- come of the Taliban’s release. This is a highly complicated scenario. Most officials foresee that the released Taliban prisoners will join the new government and create the organizational terrorism attacks with Islamic countries, especially Afghanistan. But the policy adopted by President Ghani is the intention of accelerating peace process.

It is beyond a shadow of a doubt that the legitimacy of govern- ment and the future of the country is at stake. The Taliban will treat the country as a puppet government. They have always refused to sit on the table of negotiations and accountable for the atrocities of the past. As a result, they will never give up terror attacks and terrorism in Afghanistan.

The process of release and transfer of Taliban’s prisoners, despite their denial to accept negotiation. How- ever, the former President Karzai’s government has given up on peace talk. The Taliban prisoners are not retrieved from the war zones after the release of the prisoners, and the peace process met debates and further exchanges or annul, will not be reached. This is so-called peace process will make the government face with more domestic and international pressure.

The release of Talibans regime is replete with violence and blood. Likewise, the hearts of people are filled with em- barrassment and fear. The release of prisoners is a dark day in Afghan’s history.

The relentless ghost of horror and terror is haunting the minds of Afghan citizens. In other words, it is very disturbing to remember the ugly image of cruelty and bloodshed enforced by Taliban militants and their leaders. In the light of this development, if those terrorists released stand on trial for being guilty of mass murder, they should inevitably be punished. It is a shame to the world and their fellow human beings.

The residents very much understand their rights and duties. They are tomorrow’s citizens who are to be protected. They all should not be left to the mercy of the Taliban. The government has to lift the veil off anyone to release them. The questions remain unanswered or ignored.

Releasing militants debilitate the political structure and destabi- lize the country day by day. There is no assurance if released Taliban will not join their comrades against the legitimate power in the country. It has happened before, if it happens again in the future, it will be a disaster for the Afghan nation.

Their cost for the Afghan nation is very high. Their cost is de- stabilize the country. Finding how to stabilize the country and past experiences, one will conclude with the same opinion.

In other words, anybody or any group of people right of a citizen, people are deprived of this asset and falling on the ground every day. The graph of violence is very high in the country. Taking the policy into consideration, Afghanistan is, as it is virtually infamous, the best state to guarantee the security of Afghan nation. Likewise, the painful wounds of mothers’ hearts are bleeding for missing their dear ones and Afghan’s story is relayed every day in the same way.

The views and opinions expressed in these articles are the authors and do not reflect the views or opinions of the Daily Afghanistan.
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At Least 32 Islamic State Fighters Killed in Strikes in Syria

BEIRUT - At least 32 Islamic State fighters were killed in strikes on a diplomatic compound, with Britain's Ministry of Defence saying it had carried out the attack. The strikes came in Syria's Raqqa province, with US, Russian, and British forces all targeting the same site. At least 32 fighters were confirmed dead, with the compound reportedly housing thousands of fighters. The strikes are part of a wider campaign against the Islamic State, with the group's stronghold in Raqqa reportedly under intense pressure.

At Least 32 Islamic State Fighters Killed in Strikes in Syria

**At Least 32 Islamic State Fighters Killed in Strikes in Syria**

On December 7, 2015, British forces had targeted a diplomatic compound in Raqqa, Syria, killing at least 32 Islamic State fighters. The attack was part of a broader campaign against the group, with British, Russian, and US forces all targeting the same site. The strikes were confirmed to have killed at least 32 fighters, with reports suggesting the compound housed thousands of fighters. This marks a significant blow to the Islamic State's stronghold in Raqqa, with the group under intense pressure from multiple sides.

**Key Points**
- **At Least 32 Islamic State Fighters Killed in Strikes in Syria**
- The strikes came in Syria's Raqqa province, targeting a diplomatic compound.
- At least 32 fighters were confirmed dead.
- The strikes were part of a wider campaign against the Islamic State.
- The group's stronghold in Raqqa is reportedly under intense pressure.

**Context**

The Islamic State, also known as ISIS, has been a significant threat to regional stability and security. Its stronghold in Raqqa has been a key target for international forces. The strikes on December 7 are part of a broader campaign aimed at weakening the group's capabilities and disrupting its operations. The loss of fighters is likely to have a significant impact on the group's ability to carry out attacks and maintain its territorial control. The international community remains committed to defeating the Islamic State, with this strike serving as a demonstration of that commitment.

**Conclusion**

The strikes on December 7, 2015, represent a significant blow to the Islamic State's efforts to maintain control over Raqqa. The loss of fighters is likely to impact the group's ability to carry out attacks and maintain its territorial control. The international community remains committed to defeating the Islamic State, and this strike serves as a demonstration of that commitment.

**Further Reading**

- BBC News: "At Least 32 Islamic State Fighters Killed in Strikes in Syria"
- The New York Times: "Islamic State's Stronghold in Raqqa Under Heavy Pressure from International Forces"
Obama to Address Nation on Steps to Fight Terrorism

WASHINGTOm — President Barack Oma

n the late night address to the nation on

Saturday night, the president defended his

strategy for American forces in Iraq.

He said that the United States would continue to fight terrorism, but that the approach would change.

Obama announced that he would deploy an additional 30,000 troops to Iraq, bringing the total number of U.S. forces in the country to 180,000.

He also said that he would begin negotiations with Iraqi leaders to extend the mandate of the U.S. military mission.

Obama said that he had made this decision after consulting with his national security team.

He added that he believed the new strategy was necessary to protect the safety of American citizens.

He said that the United States would continue to work with its allies to combat terrorism around the world.

President Obama also announced that he would sign an executive order to change the way the United States handles prisoners at Guantanamo Bay.

He said that he had decided to close the prison and transfer its remaining inmates to other countries.

Obama said that he believed the change was necessary to protect the safety of American citizens.

He added that he would work with Congress to find a long-term solution to the problem of how to handle prisoners who are deemed to be too dangerous to release.
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Afghan Taliban Denies Death of Mullan Mansoor in Audio Message

KABUL - The Taliban have denied the removal of its leader as a result of military action by the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF). Following reports that Mullah Mansoor was killed in an airstrike in Pakistan last weekend, the Taliban have issued a statement on radio and through a spokesperson, denying the reports and asserting that their leader is alive and well.

"This incident has happened, this is enemy propaganda and the Taliban leaders have not seen anyone in Kabul," said the radio statement.

The denial comes amid continued fighting between the Taliban and Afghan security forces. The ANDSF has been criticized for its inability to effectively combat the Taliban, and the loss of high-ranking members such as Mullah Mansoor could be a significant blow to their operations.

"Taliban leaders believe Mullan Mansoor is dead" - KABUL - Shortly after the Taliban's media office confirmed the death of Mullah Mansoor, the leader of the Islamic State of Afghanistan, the Taliban quickly released a statement denying the reports and asserting that their leader is alive and well.

The Taliban leader's audio message released on Sunday was attributed to a "new leader" of the group, with the message refuting the reports of his death and calling for the continuation of the fight against the Afghan government and its allies.

"We have no information about the death of Mullah Mansoor," the Taliban leader said in the audio message. "The reports about his death are false. We have information that he is alive and well." The message also called on the people of Afghanistan to continue fighting against the Afghan government and its allies.

The denial comes amid continued fighting between the Taliban and Afghan security forces. The ANDSF has been criticized for its inability to effectively combat the Taliban, and the loss of high-ranking members such as Mullah Mansoor could be a significant blow to their operations.

UNAMA Condemns Killing of Civilians in Wardak

KABUL - The United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) has condemned the killing of civilians in Wardak province. The attack took place in the district of Dand, killing at least 12 people, including women and children.

"UNAMA strongly condemns the attack," the statement said. "We extend our condolences to the families of the victims and to the people of Wardak." The statement also called for an immediate investigation into the incident and for those responsible to be held accountable.

The attack is the latest in a series of violent incidents in Afghanistan, where civilians have been caught in the crossfire between不同武装力量. The situation remains tense, and there is a need for all parties to work towards a peaceful resolution.

Pakistani Air Strikes Against IS Will Fail

DAMASCUS - A Syrian heat wave, which has been intensifying in recent days, has caused a number of deaths and illnesses across the country. The heat wave, which has been exacerbated by the effects of climate change, is expected to continue over the coming days, with temperatures reaching up to 45 degrees Celsius in some areas.

The heat wave has caused a number of deaths, with at least 20 people confirmed dead in the city of Damascus. The heat wave has also caused a number of illnesses, with at least 100 people hospitalised for heat-related illnesses.

The heat wave has caused a number of deaths, with at least 20 people confirmed dead in the city of Damascus. The heat wave has also caused a number of illnesses, with at least 100 people hospitalised for heat-related illnesses.

Bashar Assad

"We are facing a critical situation with the heat wave," the Syrian President, Bashar Assad, said in a televised address. "The heat wave is causing serious problems and we are doing everything we can to mitigate its effects. We are increasing the number of hospitals and medical centers, and we are also increasing the number of health workers to deal with the heat wave."